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Divacancy in 4H-SiC
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Electron paramagnetic resonance and ab initio supercell calculations suggest that the P6=P7 centers,
which were previously assigned to the photoexcited triplet states of the carbon vacancy-antisite pairs in the
double positive charge state, are related to the triplet ground states of the neutral divacancy. The spin
density is found to be located mainly on three nearest C neighbors of the silicon vacancy, whereas it is
negligible on the nearest Si neighbors of the carbon vacancy.
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Divacancies are common defects in semiconductors
comprised of neighboring isolated vacancies. For SiC,
an unambiguous identification of this defect that has
been predicted to be thermally stable [1–3] is so far miss-
ing. The P6=P7 centers were first observed by electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in heat-treated n-type
6H-SiC [4] and were later shown to be a common defect
in as-grown n-type [5] and high-purity semi-insulating
(HPSI) [6,7] SiC. Based on their symmetry (axial or
C3v for P6 and monoclinic or C1h for P7), P6=P7 centers
were suggested to be the divacancy [4]. In a study using
magnetic circular dichroism of the absorption (MCDA),
MCDA-detected EPR, and ab initio calculations [8],
P6=P7 centers were instead assigned to the photo-
excited triplet state of the carbon vacancy-carbon
antisite pair in the doubly positively charged state
VCC2�

Si . The formation of the center was suggested to be
due to the migration of a nearest C neighbor into the silicon
vacancy (VSi) [8]. The process VSi ! VCCSi is theoreti-
cally predicted to have a low reaction barrier (�1:7 [8]
and �2:5 eV [2]) and can therefore be a dominating
process. For SiC, so far there is no experimental evidence
that the reaction VSi � VC ! VCVSi is important and that
the divacancy is a common defect. In a previous EPR
study of HPSI SiC substrates [7], a very stable center
SI-5 was assigned to the divacancy. However, in a recent
EPR study [9], a symmetry lowering of SI-5 from C3v to
C1h and additional large hyperfine (hf) interactions with
29Si were observed that invalidated this model. Indeed,
recent EPR studies [9] and supercell calculations [10]
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identify SI-5 as the carbon vacancy-carbon antisite pair
in the negative charge state VCC�Si.

In this Letter, we present results from EPR studies and
ab initio supercell calculations which confirm that P6=P7
are originating from the triplet ground states of the neutral
divacancy in the C3v=C1h configurations.

Samples used in the study are N-doped n-type (con-
centration �1� 1017 cm�3), Al-doped p-type (�1�
1018 cm�3), and HPSI 4H-SiC. In HPSI samples, the con-
centration of N is�1� 5� 1015 cm�3. The irradiation by
3 MeVelectrons was performed at room temperature with a
dose of 2� 1018 cm�2. For some n-type samples, the
irradiation was performed at 850 �C with doses of 2�
1018 cm�2 and 1� 1019 cm�2. EPR measurements were
performed on Bruker ER200D and E580 X-band spectrom-
eters. For light illumination, a Xenon lamp (150 W) was
used in combination with a Jobin-Yvon 0.25 m grating
monochromator and/or different optical filters.

The P6=P7 spectra can be detected after irradiation but
are weak. The signals reach the maximum after annealing
at �850 �C. In irradiated p-type 4H-SiC, the spectra can
be detected only under illumination with light of photon
energies � 1:1 eV. However, in heavily irradiated (1�
1019 cm�2) n-type samples, the spectra can be detected
in darkness in the whole temperature range of 4–293 K.
Figure 1 shows the P6=P7 spectra measured in darkness
at 8 K. We labeled the P6 spectra according to Ref. [11]
and the corresponding C1h spectra as P7b and P70b.
The g value for P6=P7 is 2.003; the axially symmetric D
and anisotropic E values of the fine structure parameter
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FIG. 1. EPR spectrum of P6=P7 centers measured for B k c in
irradiated and annealed (850 �C) n-type 4H-SiC at 8 K in dark.
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(in units of 10�4 cm�1) are determined as: D�P6b� 	
D�P7b� 	 447, D�P60b� 	 436, D�P70b� 	 408,
E�P7b� 	 90, and E�P70b� 	 10. The angle between the
principal axis of the fine structure tensor and the c axis for
P7b and P70b is 70.5� and 71�, respectively.

Detailed hf structures of the low-field lines of P6b and
P60b spectra measured for the magnetic field B k c are
shown in Fig. 2(a). Similar structures are also detected for
the high-field lines. The intensity ratio between two outer
hf lines and the central lines is �3:3%–3:4%, which is
approximately the natural abundance of three 13C nuclei
(I 	 1=2, 1.1%). These outer hf lines are therefore as-
signed to the hf interaction with three nearest C neighbors
(labeled CI). The two inner hf structures can be well
resolved for P60b [Fig. 2(a)]. Within the experimental
error, the inner hf structures are isotropic and their intensity
ratios agree well with the interaction with three and six 29Si
nuclei (I 	 1=2, 4.7%). For P7b and P70b, similar hf
interactions with three 13C nuclei can also be detected at
some angles. Figure 2(b) shows the hf structures of P7b
and P70b measured at direction of �70� off the c axis.
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FIG. 2 (color online). EPR spectra of P6=P7 centers observed
in irradiated and annealed (850 �C) HPSI 4H-SiC at 77 K under
illumination (photon energies �1:1–1:7 eV), showing hf struc-
tures of (a) P6b=P60b lines at B k c and (b) P7b=P70b lines at
�70� from the c axis.
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The axial (C3v) and monoclinic (C1h) configurations of
the divacancy are illustrated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respec-
tively. For P6b and P60b, the best fits to the inner hf
structures are obtained with the hf tensors of 3 Si atoms
on the bonds along the c axis, labeled SiIIa, and 6 Si atoms
in the plane, labeled SiIIb [see Fig. 3(a)]. The simulation of
the P6b and P60b lines and their hf structures are plotted in
Fig. 2(a). The simulation includes the following hf inter-
actions with: (i) 3 CI nearest neighbors of VSi, (ii) 3 SiIIa
and 6 SiIIb second neighbors of VSi, and (iii) 3 nearest SiI
neighbors of VC. As can be seen in �10 scale spectra in
Fig. 2(a), the simulation describes perfectly the observed
spectra, not only the intensity of the hf lines but also their
detailed superhyperfine structures.

The angular dependences of the CI hf splitting of P6b
and P60b with B rotating in the (11�20) plane are shown in
Fig. 3(c). These hf tensors have C1h symmetry and their
principal values obtained from the fit are given in Table I.
The hf interactions with the nearest CIa and CIb neighbors
of P70b were also observed for some crystal directions as
shown in Fig. 3(d). TheCIb hf tensor hasC1h symmetry and
is similar to that observed for the nearest CI neighbors of
P6b=P60b. The principal values of the CI, CIa, and CIb hf
tensors are given in Table I. The hf structures of P7b
detected at some directions between 60� –90� show to be
similar to that of P70b [Fig. 2(b)]. The broad inner hf lines
of P7b and P70b are unresolved, corresponding to splitting
of 0.3–0.46 mT or �9–13 MHz. Their intensity ratios
correspond to the interaction with nine Si atoms.

The observation of the P6=P7 spectra in dark at low
temperatures confirms that these centers are related to the
ground triplet state. From the above analysis of the hf
FIG. 3 (color online). Si and C neighbors of the divacancy in
(a) axial (C3v) and (b) monoclinic (C1h) configurations. Angular
dependence with B rotating in the (11�20) plane of the hf splitting
of (c) CI nearest neighbors of P6b=P60b and (d) CIa and CIb

nearest neighbors of P70b. For P6b and P60b, a misalignment of
1.5� off the (11�20) plane toward the 
�1100� direction was taken
into account in the simulation.
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TABLE I. Principal values (in MHz) of hf tensors of C and Si neighbors determined for P6b=P60b and P70b and calculated for C3v

and C1h configurations of the neutral divacancy at cubic (k) and hexagonal (h) sites in 4H-SiC. � is the angle between the principal z
axis of the hf tensor and the c axis. The number of equivalent atoms is shown in parentheses. For C1h centers, the calculated hf
constants of SiIIa–SiIIe vary in the range �6–10 MHz, and the obtained values for SiIa and SiIb are similar to that of C3v centers. For
P7b=P70b, the hf interactions with 9 Si atoms were measured in the range of �9–13 MHz.

C3v center P6b 
VSi�h�-VC�h��
0 P60b 
VSi�k�-VC�k��

0

Axx Ayy Azz � Axx Ayy Azz � Axx Ayy Azz � Axx Ayy Azz �
CI��3� 53 50 110 73� 55 56 116 73� 47 45 104 73� 49 49 110 73�

SiIIa��3� 12 12 12 9 9 9 13 13 13 10 10 9
SiI��3� 3 3 3 3 4 5 3 3 3 1 1 2

SiIIb��6� 9 9 9 9 9 8 10 10 10 10 10 9
C1h center P7b 
VSi�h�-VC�k��

0 P70b 
VSi�k�-VC�h��
0

CIa��1� Not determined 51 52 118 2� 52 52 110 0� 52 52 116 2�

CIb��2� Not determined 50 50 109 70� 48 45 109 70� 43 47 103 70�
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interactions, the neutral divacancy appears to be the most
probable model for the P6=P7 centers.

We have performed ab initio supercell calculations of
the neutral divacancy in 4H-SiC using supercells contain-
ing 256 lattice sites. For the optimization of the geometry,
we employed pseudopotential methods, namely, the SIESTA

code with double-� polarized basis set for both C and Si
atoms [12] and the FHI96SPIN plane wave code with a well-
converged basis set (cutoff energy of 30 Ry) [13], to check
the results. The calculations were based on the local spin
density approximation (LSDA: Ceperley-Alder as parame-
trized by Perdew and Zunger) and norm-conserving
Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials [12,13]. We found
that the optimized geometries of the divacancies obtained
by both codes practically agreed. The hf tensors were then
calculated by the all electron projector augmentation wave
method using the above LSDA functional [14]. In the latter
calculations, we applied a 30 Ry cutoff for the plane-waves
basis set and one projector for each angular momentum in
the projectors of C and Si atoms. This methodology has
proven to be very successful in the study of VC in 4H-SiC
[15]. We verified that the well-known band gap failure of
the LSDA did not affect our results for the ionization
energies beyond the expected accuracy by applying a
scissors operator to open the LSDA band gap to the ex-
perimental value as suggested by Baraff and Schlüter [16].
With this ad hoc correction, we assured also that the defect
spin density is not tightly coupled to the energetic position
of the conduction band states. We found the same hf
tensors within the achievable accuracy. The obtained hf
constants for different configurations are given in Table I.
We found that the ground state of the neutral divacancy is a
high spin state with S 	 1. In the axial configurations, two
doubly degenerate e levels appear in the band gap: The first
one is below the midgap arising from C dangling bonds of
VSi, while the second one is above the midgap arising from
Si dangling bonds of VC. In the neutral charge state, the
lower e level is occupied by two electrons with parallel
spins making the defect Jahn-Teller stable. As a conse-
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quence, the spin density is mainly localized on the nearest
carbon neighbors of VSi, whereas the contribution of the
dangling bonds at VC is almost negligible. In the off-axis
C1h configurations, the situation is very similar apart from
the small splitting of the degenerate e levels due to the low
symmetry. The calculated (�j0) and (0j�) levels are at
�0:5 and �1:4 eV above the valence band, respectively.
The neutral charge state with S 	 1 is the ground state of
the divacancy when the Fermi level is in this range.

As can be seen in Table I, the principal values and the
direction of the symmetry axis of the hf tensors of nearest
C neighbors obtained from EPR are in good agreement
with the calculated values for the neutral divacancy. Even
small differences in the hf tensors of P6b and P60b are also
observed by EPR and calculations. Therefore, we assign
P6b and P60b to the axial C3v configurations of the neutral
divacancy at the hexagonal (h) and cubic (k) sites, respec-
tively. Since the CIa and CIb hf tensors were not determined
for P7b, an unambiguous identification of individual C1h

configurations is not possible. Using the linear combina-
tion of atomic orbital analysis, the spin density on a nearest
C neighbor is determined as:�1:8%–1:9% on the s orbital
and �18%–19% on the p orbital for P6b, P60b, and P70b.
The total spin density on the three nearest C neighbors of
the neutral divacancy is �60% for the C3v configuration
(P6b=P60b) and �62% for the C1h configuration (P70b).
The spin localization on three nearest Si neighbors of VC

(SiI or SiIa and SiIb) is negligible (� 1%).
In the previous annealing studies [11,17], the annealing

characteristic of the Si vacancy (TV2a center) and P6=P7
centers was interpreted in terms of the theoretically pre-
dicted transformation of VSi into VCCSi. The reidentifica-
tion of the P6=P7 centers with the divacancy demands a
reinterpretation of its annealing behavior. Although a full
analysis is beyond the scope of the present Letter, we
briefly discuss here our annealing experiments performed
for two sets of as-grown HPSI 4H-SiC samples: (i) No. 1
with strong signals of VSi (TV2a center), SI-5 (i.e., VCC�Si

center [9,10]), and V�C (EI5 center [7]); (ii) No. 2 with
1-3
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FIG. 4 (color online). Annealing temperature dependence of
EPR centers in as-grown HPSI 4H-SiC samples with (a) strong
signals of TV2a (or VSi), SI-5 (i.e., VCCSi

�) and V�C , (b) strong
TV2a and SI-5 and weak V�C signals. The V�C , TV2a, and
P6b=P60b signals were detected under illumination (photon
energies �1:1–1:7 eV) and the SI-5 signal was detected in dark.
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strong signals of VSi and SI-5 and a weak V�C signal. Each
annealing was conducted in Ar ambient in the chemical
vapor deposition reactor for 10 minutes. The natural cool-
ing rate of the reactor after crystal growth was applied here.
Since the heating/cooling time varied with temperature, the
annealing is not isochronal. In both sample sets, the V�C ,
TV2a, and P6b=P60b signals were detected under illumina-
tion (photon energies �1:1–1:7 eV), whereas the SI-5
signal can be detected in dark or under illumination. The
annealing temperature dependences of EPR centers in the
sample sets No. 1 and No. 2 are shown in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b), respectively. Note that the EPR intensity measured
under illumination depends also on the excitation effi-
ciency and, hence, may not reflect the real defect con-
centration. Nevertheless, the experiment clearly shows
that the annealing characteristics of P6b=P60b centers
depend on the presence of other defects. Its increase in
samples No. 1 [Fig. 4(a)] may be due to two processes:
(i) VC � VSi ! VCVSi governed by the diffusion of VSi

(above 700 �C) and VC (above 1100 �C [17]), and
(ii) VC � VCCSi ! VCVSi governed by the migration of
VC and VCCSi (above 1100 �C). In samples No. 2, below
1500 �C the P6 signal is almost unchanged [Fig. 4(b)].
This suggests that both the processes (i) and (ii) are less
efficient when the concentration of VC is low. The trans-
formation of the Si vacancy (TV2a) into the antisite-vacancy
pair (SI-5) is observed at temperatures about 1000 �C
[Fig. 4(b)]. At higher temperatures, the dissociation of
antisite-vacancy pairs seems to occur, slowing down the
decrease of the VSi signal [Fig. 4(b)]. This annealing
behavior is in accordance with the theoretical predictions
of the formation and dissociation of antisite-vacancy de-
fects [2,8]. In both types of samples, the dissociation of the
divacancy starts at �1600 �C.

In summary, based on EPR observation and ab initio
supercell calculations, we identified the P6=P7 centers in
4H-SiC to be related to the ground triplet state of the
neutral divacancy in the C3v=C1h configurations and as-
05550
signed the P6b and P60b axial centers to the C3v configu-
ration at the hexagonal and cubic site, respectively. The
spin density is found to be located mainly on three nearest
C neighbors of VSi, whereas it is negligible on the nearest
Si neighbors of VC. The vacancy model for P6=P7 centers
also implies that the interaction between VSi and VC to
form divacancies is significant and the divacancy is a
common defect in SiC. Annealing studies suggest that
the formation of the divacancy is governed mainly by
diffusion of VC and VSi.
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